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Patients, families and clinicians often struggle with the timing around a transition to
hospice. While all are in alignment on doing what is best for the patient, settling on
a fixed plan for palliative and/or end-of-life care can be difficult. That can lead to
suboptimal outcomes, particularly a too-short hospice length-of-stay.
However, this elusive goal can be met through the partnership of insightful, datadriven strategies, enhanced communications and people-centered processes. That
means timely identification of a hospice-ready patient, and the accompanying key
workflows and conversations. Here are some specific actions to take at those crucial
junctures:
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Challenge: Traditional clinical training focuses on curative care rather
than timely identification of patients in need of end-of-life planning and
conversation.

Solution: Build an infrastructure that includes training and the use of actionable data
to identify hospice-ready patients and workflows that enable a proper transition to
hospice.
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That includes:
Education for referrers and families around hospice not being just for imminent
death/the last days of life.
Use a predictive-data solution that will identify hospice-ready patients earlier.
Training clinicians on how to have family caregiver conversations around death and
dying.
Ensure that clinicians know that using predictive data enhances, not replaces, them
and their work at the bedside. Do this through training on how machine learning
works to support them.
Make sure all clinicians are capturing data fully within the electronic medical records
(EMR) system, so that an integrated hospice solution will have the most complete
data set and thus provide the best next steps.
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Challenge: A siloed healthcare system and corresponding
communication systems that often drive conflicting information for
families/caregivers, rather than a transparent and compassionate
message and plan of care from a unified team.

Solution: Create communications that are empathetic and also offer clear intent. This
means building right care, right time, patient-centered care plans, and then
communicating those plans to all stakeholders early and often:
Engage and connect home health and hospice caseworkers early, ensuring they
have all necessary care data and family dynamics background to prepare for initial
contact.
Have a communication strategy for meeting each family member/caregiver where
they are with modern, flexible technology that allows for real time 1:1
communication, as well as group-wide collaboration.
Clearly outline the many benefits of an appropriate length-of-stay on hospice.
Share “real world” examples of hospice engagement to create easier identification
of value.
Create and share training tools and tips for family caregivers; CAHPS scores reflect a
hunger for better family caregiver training.
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Challenge: Non-linear clinician workflows focused on “in the moment”
care that’s curative in nature, often inadequately forecasting for future
patient needs beyond a few days or a week.

Solution: Use a combination of patient data and observations from the clinician care
team regarding patient and family preferences to drive appropriate adoption of hospice
care:

Leverage predictive data solutions to augment clinical decision-making, reducing
unnecessary home health utilization and frequent hospitalizations through right
care, right time plans of care.
Build a care strategy that shifts the burden away from family/caregivers — and
share it with them.
Capture all interdisciplinary group communications so the entire team can easily
access critical data to facilitate hospice transition decisions.
Make sure that clinicians understand the operational benefits of appropriate lengthof-stay on hospice, including increased reimbursement benefits. Ultimately, what’s
best for the patient is what’s best for the agency. Patient success means agency
success—that should never be taken for granted.

WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT CREATING THE BEST PATHWAY TO
END-OF-LIFE CARE FOR PATIENTS?
We invite you to view The Hospice Transition Playbook: How to Maximize the Benefit
for All Stakeholders, where Stephanie Johnston, president and CEO of Transcend
Strategy Group moderates a panel of professionals including Elliott Wood, president
and CEO of Medalogix; Stan Massey partner and lead consultant at Transcend Strategy
Group; and Rob Stoltz, vice president of business development with Citus Health.
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